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On Tuesday, September 11th, 2001, the
USA was rocked by the most audacious
terrorist attack ever attempted as four
airliners on domestic flights were hijacked
and used as weapons. Their targets were
the iconic Twin Towers of the World Trade
Center, the Pentagon and U.S. Capitol
building. While the fourth plane never
reached its target and the Pentagon suffered
minor damage, the attack on the Twin
Towers was so effective that both 110
storey buildings collapsed within 90
minutes. It was an unprecedented disaster,
not only for the nature of the attacks,
during which Boeing 767s were flown by
novice pilots at well beyond the operational
limits of the aircraft, but also in the way the
towers collapsed so catastrophically within
their own footprints, as in a controlled
demolition. It had all the hallmarks of a
conspiracy and theories discrediting almost
every aspect of the official story were
quick to surface. In the first part of
Collateral Lies, the author questions the
motives of the terrorists and introduces a
unique perspective on why the towers were
targeted so high up on the morning of
September 11th. The second part examines
documented evidence of the build-up to the
attacks, the Central Intelligence Agencys
failure in allowing them to happen, and a
disturbing recreation of what really
occurred on the day. The third part of the
book discusses the history of the World
Trade Center from conception until their
destruction. It pulls no punches in
summarizing events on the day of the
attack from the explosions in the Twin
Towers through to their collapse, analysis
of the debris, media coverage, the
suspicious behaviour of the Israeli
removals men, and the official report. The
conclusion to Collateral Lies is as unique
as the start.
Throughout the book the
author has avoided the use of photo or
diagram, relying instead on his own words
to describe in detail what is happening in
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broadcast news and amateur video of the
events. It includes many aspects the casual
observer would overlook and raises
questions of complicity on the part of
people credited with capturing footage of
the attacks.
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Collateral lies do not necessarily undermine an insurance claim Versloot Dredging, Collateral Lies and the
Insurance Act 2015 Jul 21, 2016 In a Supreme Court decision yesterday, in the case of Versloot Dredging BV v HDI
Girling, it was determined that a collateral lie, or a white lie, ABI slams Supreme Court for making insurers pay
despite collateral Jul 21, 2016 The Supreme Court judgment in Versloot Dredging v HDI Gerling [2016] UKSC 45
has now been handed down and it is bad news for insurers Supreme Court finds fraudulent device rule does not
apply to Aug 18, 2016 The Supreme Court rules that a collateral lie embellishing a valid claim does not amount to a
fraudulent claim. Versloot Dredging BV and Supreme Court: collateral lies not necessarily fatal to insurance claim
Nov 2, 2016 The recent decision by the Court in Versloot Dredging gives an indication as to how collateral lies will be
decided in the future. This article Collateral Lies in Insurance Claims - A New Dawn - Lexology Sep 14, 2016 It was
a collateral lie, irrelevant and immaterial to the insureds claim. If you cannot tell the truth, make sure your lies are
collateral lies. Collateral lies: The lie is dishonest but the claim is not Perspectives Jul 26, 2016 Recently a marine
test case at the UKs Supreme Court (Versloot v HDI Gerling) ruled that so called collateral lies were no longer grounds
in Jul 25, 2016 The Supreme Court has held that a valid insurance claim supported by fraudulent evidence is no longer
to be treated as a fraudulent claim. UK Court Allows Collateral Lies in Casualty Claims Aug 19, 2016 The Supreme
Court rules that a collateral lie embellishing a valid claim does not amount to a fraudulent claim. UK Litigation,
Mediation Supreme Court rules collateral lies do not defeat an insurance Oct 3, 2016 The recent decision by the
Supreme Court in Versloot Dredging BV & Another v HDI Gerling Industrie Versicherung AG & others [2016] UKSC
Collateral lies need not invalidate insurance claims, court rules Feb 13, 2017 Collateral lies are fictional accounts,
half-truths and coincidences presented as facts by a party in an attempt to deliberately mislead the Collateral lies: effect
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on insurance claims - Lexology Aug 22, 2016 The Court was asked to consider whether collateral lies rendered a
claim fraudulent, which would have the effect of voiding the entire claim. Collateral Lies - Bivonas Law : Bivonas
Law Aug 17, 2016 Lord Sumption, giving the lead judgment, used the phrase collateral lie to mean a lie which turns out
when the facts are found to have no Collateral lies do not necessarily undermine an insurance claim Jul 20, 2016 In
a move thats overturned centuries of tradition, judges have ruled that some lies wont invalidate your insurance claim.
This is what happened Marine insurance collateral lies: when lies are not fraud: Maritime Jul 21, 2016 Lord
Sumption referred to this latter form of falsehoods as collateral lies. According to the majority, the doctrine of fraudulent
claims did not Supreme Court rules that collateral lies are no bar to a claim on an Aug 17, 2016 Distinguishing
collateral lies from the fraudulent claims rules in insurance contracts: the lie is dishonest but the claim is not. Reed
Smith LLP. Distinguishing collateral lies from the fraudulent claims - Lexology Aug 18, 2016 The Supreme Court
rules that a collateral lie embellishing a valid claim does not amount to a fraudulent claim. Versloot Dredging BV and
Maritime Journal Collateral lies Jul 22, 2016 Insurance law expert Nick Bradley of Pinsent Masons, the law firm
behind , said that the judgment would be seen by some as Collateral lies no longer make a claim fraudulent Lexology Aug 17, 2016 Lord Sumption, giving the lead judgment, used the phrase collateral lie to mean a lie which
turns out when the facts are found to have no Collateral Lies or Immaterial Facts Paul Harman Pulse LinkedIn Jul
20, 2016 Supreme court says lies that do not affect overall value of a claim are irrelevant and cannot be used by insurers
as a reason to reject it. Collateral Lies: The Courts Recent Take on Fraudulent - Lexology Citation: Poomintr
Sooksripaisarnkit, (2017) Marine insurance collateral lies: when lies are not fraud, Maritime Business Review , Vol. 2
Issue: 1, pp.52-56, Collateral lies need not spoil insurance claims, rules Supreme Sep 23, 2016 An insured was not
precluded from recovering under an insurance policy even though it had made a false statement during the claims
process Urban Dictionary: collateral lies Jul 21, 2016 Insurers payout for claims that involve irrelevant lies could be a
blow for honest customers, the Association of British Insurers (ABI) has said. Collateral Lies in Insurance Claims A
New Dawn- Publications Sep 16, 2016 ?An insured was not precluded from recovering under an insurance policy
even though it had made a false statement during the claims Distinguishing collateral lies from the fraudulent - Reed
Smith LLP Jul 20, 2016 Lying on an insurance claim should not necessarily invalidate it, the Supreme Court has said,
in a judgement likely to affect all household Collateral lies: How a Supreme Court ruling means you might still Jul
20, 2016 The UKs Supreme Court has ruled that British maritime insurers cannot use a false statement by the
policy-holder as a reason to deny payment Collateral Lies: The Lie Is Dishonest But The Claim Is Not - Litigation
Jul 22, 2016 The long awaited Supreme Court decision in Versloot Dredging BV v HDI Gerling Industrie Versicherung
AG has been delivered, which collateral lies from the fraudulent claims rules in - JD Supra Jul 21, 2016 The
Supreme Court has now confirmed that the fraudulent device rule does not apply to a collateral lie. Lord Sumption
defined this as:. Collateral lies: The lie is dishonest but the claim is not - Lexology Nov 2, 2016 The recent decision
by the Court in Versloot Dredging gives an indication as to how collateral lies will be decided in the future. This article
Supreme Court rules that a collateral lie is immaterial to the Jul 26, 2016 In Versloot Dredging BV and another v
HDI Gerling Industrie Versicherung AG and Others [2016] UKSC 45, the Supreme Court held that
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